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 Pluto not a planet?

In order for an object to be a planet in our 
solar system it must : 

http://www.universetoday.com/13573/why-pluto-is-no-longer-a-planet/
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/10/02/plutoplanetsolarsystem/
16578959/

 Pluto a Planet Again ??? not yet 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/10/02/pluto-planet-solar-system/16578959/
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http://www.space.com/

Modern Space Video

http://www.space.com/
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Satellites are  objects that 
revolve around planets

The moon is the earth's natural satellite.

Other Objects in the Solar System

(first 10 minutes) 

The Video on "Landing on a Comet". From 
this notice the information we get back to 
earth and how. Notice how many 
observations are made from the pictures.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppdEzii5aDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cArihDTnOZg
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A Walk On The Moon

The first humanmade object to reach the surface 
of the Moon was the Soviet Union's Luna 2 
mission on 13 September 1959.

 The United States' Apollo 11 was the first manned 
mission to land on the Moon on 20 July 1969. 
There have been six manned landings (between 
1969 and 1972) and numerous unmanned landings.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg80HZsv_js&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg80HZsv_js&feature=related
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  How Have Astronomers Been Able to Study the Surface of Venus?



Written by Kevin Lee 

Gaze up at the moon and you'll get a rough idea of what its surface is like. You can't do that with Venus because of the planet's perpetual cloud cover. With temperatures hot enough to melt lead and a crushing atmospheric pressure, Venus is an incredibly hostile planet that's difficult to explore. Yet, for decades, scientists have studied the Venusian landscape and atmosphere using several methods.

Observation from Venus

Russia's Venera 13 spacecraft landed on Venus in 1982 and took color photos of the planet's surface. It also gathered detailed information about the planet's soil and surface composition. The spacecraft discovered small objects the size of pebbles throughout the soil at the landing site. The Soviet Union sent other probes to Venus prior to Venera 13; the planet's high atmospheric pressure crushed Venera 4 before it reached the surface. No spacecraft that lands on Venus survives for long because of the planet's high atmospheric temperature and gases. No manned missions have ever gone to Venus.

Observation from Orbit

The same technology that police use to identify speeders helps scientists peek through Venus' cloud cover and study the planet's surface. In the '70s and '80s, the Soviet Union and the United States launched spacecraft that contained radar devices. As the spacecraft orbited Venus, they bounced radar signals off of the planet. Scientists on Earth used computers to analyze that data and create maps to help visualize Venus' surface. NASA's Magellan spacecraft is another example of a successful orbital mission that mapped Venus from above. This spacecraft used radar to map much of the planet's surface before ending its mission in 1994.

Observation from Earth

The powerful Goldstone Solar System Radar in California has sent radar waves to Venus to study its surface. Scientists such as Richard Goldstein used the radar to take one of the first range-Doppler pictures of that planet. His images identified surface features in the planet's northern and southern hemispheres.

Other Observational Methods

A radio telescope works by collecting radio emissions that planets and other celestial entities emit. Scientists can analyze the data they receive to gain insights into the planet's atmosphere and surface conditions. For example, a NASA report describes how astronomers studied radio emissions from Venus that helped them learn about the planet's rotation, atmosphere and surface features. Scientists have also been able to study Venus' surface by analyzing infrared radiation that comes from the planet. In 2006, the European Space Agency spacecraft orbiting Venus used infrared observation methods to study volcano activity coming from the surface.

References

· NASA: Voyages to the Planets - Venus

· NASA: Magellan- The Unveiling of Venus

· NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory California Institute of Technology: Solar System Radar Group – Group 332F

· NASA: SP-4218 - To See the Unseen

· Harvard SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System: Radio Emission from Venus

· NASA: NASA-Funded Research Suggests Venus is Geologically Alive

After majoring in physics, Kevin Lee began writing professionally in 1989 when, as a software developer, he also created technical articles for the Johnson Space Center. Today this urban Texas cowboy continues to crank out high-quality software as well as non-technical articles covering a multitude of diverse topics ranging from gaming to current affairs. 
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